Terahertz pulsed imaging as an analytical tool for sustained-release tablet film coating
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\textbf{Abstract}

The ability of terahertz pulsed imaging (TPI) to be employed as an analytical tool for monitoring a film coating unit operation and to assess the success of a subsequent process scale-up was explored in this study. As part of a process scale-up development, a total of 190 sustained-release tablets were sampled at 10\% increments of the amount of polymer applied, from a lab-scale and a pilot-scale coating run. These tablets were subjected to TPI analysis, followed by dissolution testing. Information on tablet film coating layer thickness and variations in coating density were extracted using TPI. It was found that both terahertz parameters were more sensitive and informative to product quality when compared with measuring the amount of polymer applied. For monitoring the film coating unit operation, coating layer thickness showed a strong influence on the dissolution behaviour for both the lab-scale and the pilot-scale batches. An $R^2$ of 0.89, root mean square error (RMSE) = 0.22 h (MDT range = 3.21–5.48 h) and an $R^2$ of 0.92, RMSE = 0.23 h (MDT range = 5.43–8.12 h) were derived from the lab-scale and pilot-scale, respectively. The scale-up process led to significant changes in MDT between the lab-scale and the pilot-scale. These changes in MDT could be explained by the differences observed in the film coating density on samples with similar amount of polymer applied between the lab and the pilot-scale. Overall, TPI demonstrated potential to be employed as an analytical tool to help refine the coating unit operation and the scale-up procedure.

\section{1. Introduction}

Tablet film coating is a pharmaceutical unit operation modifying simple compressed tablets. Tablets are coated to improve their aesthetic appeal, to mask an odour, to disguise the taste, to improve drug stability, or most importantly to achieve a modified drug release profile [1]. Slight changes in the coating equipment and coating parameters may cause variations in the physicochemical properties of the film and may consequently compromise the coating quality [2]. Coating defects like twinning, cratering and blistering are visible to the naked eye and generally can be picked up by the operator [3]. On the other hand, variations in the film coating thickness and density cannot easily be detected without the help of a process analytical tool (PAT). Monitoring and controlling coating quality is thus important to prevent output risks including batch reprocessing, batch reject and product recall [2]. Being able to accurately determine coating quality is of paramount significance for a better understanding and appropriate control of the coating process in order to improve manufacturing efficiency and to avoid scale-up delays [4].

Traditionally, weight gain and the amount of coating polymer applied are monitored to determine tablet film coating quality. These parameters are inherently non-specific and often fail to predict the performance of the dosage form in subsequent dissolution testing [5]. Dissolution and bioavailability testing are currently the bench-mark for assessing the success of a scale-up operation in the film coating process [2]. Numerous techniques have been used to study the different aspects of film coating quality, including light and electron-microscopy, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and laser
induced break-down spectroscopy [6–15]. Unfortunately, to determine the coating layer thickness these techniques are often destructive, have no capability to resolve multiple coating layers with a single-point measurement or may require the set-up and maintenance of robust multivariate analysis models for data interpretation.

Terahertz radiation resides in the far-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum (2–120 cm$^{-1}$). With longer wavelength than NIR, terahertz radiation can penetrate most pharmaceutical excipients with a penetration depth of around 3 mm (depending on the refractive index of the material), thus allowing the non-destructive analysis of most solid dosage forms [16,17]. For coating quality analysis, coating layer thickness and film coating density can be directly determined without recourse to sophisticated multivariate analytical models. These two coating quality parameters are important for the subsequent dissolution performance of a particular film coated dosage form [18,19].

The terahertz pulsed imaging (TPI) has been used to discriminate between an innovator and a generic product by clearly mapping out the coating features of the sugar coat of the two products. Using a single-point measurement the authors concluded that the sugar coating on the innovator product is far more complex than that of the generic product [20]. The detailed set-up for the TPI instrument and the analysis of various solid dosage forms using TPI had been previously described [21], and its capabilities to construct 2D maps and 3D models of film coating defects and to determine coating uniformity has been demonstrated [22]. TPI has also been validated by microscopic imaging with respect to the accuracy of measuring coating layer thickness [22]. A new terahertz parameter (terahertz electric field peak strength/TEFPS) was introduced, and has demonstrated potential alongside coating layer thickness determination to extract information on the density of the tablet film coating [18].

In this study, we investigate how both terahertz parameters (coating layer thickness and TEFPS) can be applied to monitor coating quality. Moreover we assess the success of a film coating scale-up procedure using these terahertz parameters.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sustained-release tablets

Both lab and pilot-scale batches of tablet cores were coated with the same film coating formulation. Tablet cores were biconvex (3 mm in height, 8 mm in diameter and an average weight of 252 mg), and contained 10% w/w dipropylphenyl (API), 8.45% w/w lactose monohydrate (Flowlact®), 5% w/w vinylpyrrolidone–vinyl acetate copolymer (Kollidon® VA 64) and 0.5% w/w magnesium stearate. The coating formulation used was as follows: 50% w/w polyvinyl acetate (Kollcoat® SR 30 D), 6% w/w polyvinyl alcohol–polyethylene glycol graft copolymer (Kollcoat® IR, 0.075% w/w polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan monoooleate (Polysorbat 80), 0.3% w/w glycerolmonostearate, 0.75% w/w triethylcitrate and 42.87% w/w deionised water.

2.2. Coating process (lab-scale)

The lab-scale batch was coated using a BFC5, Bohle Film Coater (L.B. Bohle, Ennigerloh, Germany). The dimensions for the BFC5 coating pan are 316 mm in diameter and 356 mm in pan length, accommodating a 4 kg batch size. A single two-way spray nozzle (type 970/7-1 S75, Düsen-Schlick GmbH, Untersiemau, Germany) was used to apply the coating solution for the lab-scale batch. Ten samples were randomly selected during the coating process, at 10% increments of the amount of sustained-release polymer applied (1.7, 3.7, 5.2, 7.0, 8.7, 10.5, 12.2, 14.0, 15.7 and 17.5 mg/cm²).

2.3. Process scale-up, coating process (pilot-scale)

A BFC25, Bohle Film Coater (L.B. Bohle, Ennigerloh, Germany) was used to coat the pilot batch (batch size 20 kg). The coating pan dimensions are 546 mm in diameter and 630 mm in length. The coating process was carried out in the same manner as for the lab batch with similar coating parameters (slight changes were necessary to accommodate the increased batch size). Five of the two-way spray nozzles (type 970/7-1 S75) were used (Düsen-Schlick GmbH, Untersiemau, Germany) to spray coat the tablets. Random selection of ten tablets was carried out after the following amounts of sustained-release polymer were applied: 1.8, 3.6, 5.5, 7.3, 9.1, 10.9, 12.7, 14.5 and 18.2 mg/cm². All sampled tablets were stored and measured under the same ambient conditions.

2.4. TPI analysis

The imaging process was performed with a TPI Imaga2000 (TeraView, Cambridge, UK), using the same data acquisition process previously detailed [22]. Briefly, ultra-short bursts of coherent broadband terahertz radiation were generated and detected with photoconductive semiconductor devices. Using time-of-flight measurements, the imaging process can either be single-point (measurement time approximately 50 ms) or a whole surface scan (a series of single-point measurements) over the entire solid dosage form. For the tablets examined in this study, the current image acquisition time for a whole surface scan (top and bottom surfaces and the central band of the coated tablet) was around 45 min. The instrument was used in an off-line mode in this study. Due to the transparent or semi-transparent nature of most pharmaceutical excipients in the terahertz region of the electromagnetic spectrum, the incident terahertz radiation is able to travel through the entire film coating. A portion of the radiation is reflected back at each tablet interface due to changes in the refractive indices, resulting in a time-domain terahertz electric field signal. This time-domain signal is the basis for the construction of 2D terahertz surface maps and 3D tablet models, and can be visualised as a cross-sectional image that looks similar to an ultrasound B-scan (Fig. 1).

Both terahertz parameters (coating thickness and TEFPS) were generated from an average of 1200 pixels around the central band of the tablet. The central band was chosen as it is the weakest area of a sustained-release tablet and is rate governing during dissolution [23]. The exact calculations of these parameters were explained in Ho et al. [18,22]. The TEFPS is expressed as a percentage value (%), and was derived from the surface reflection of the sample over the peak intensity of the incident pulse, measured from the reflection off a reference mirror. From the temporal terahertz waveform, using the peak-to-peak or peak-to-trough distance (the direction of the peak is dependent on the change of the refractive index at the tablet coating/core interface) the coating layer thickness ($d_{coat}$) at each pixel can be determined, using the relationship: $2d_{coat} = \Delta t \cdot \frac{c}{n}$, where $\Delta t$ is the time delay between the terahertz reflections, $c$ is the speed of light and $n$ is the refractive index of the coating matrix. Terahertz refractive indices of 1.68 and 1.79 were measured using the spectroscopy set-up in transmission mode and subsequently employed for calculating the film coating layer thickness of the lab and pilot-scale tablets, respectively.

2.5. Dissolution testing

Dissolution testing was carried out on the same tablets that were used for TPI analysis and was performed in accordance with the USP guidelines for sustained-release dosage forms. A USP 2 paddle dissolution apparatus was used. About 900 ml of water
was used as the dissolution medium in each of the beakers with the temperature kept constant at 37°C and a paddle rotational speed of 100 rpm. The dissolution set-up was in-line, and the drug concentration was determined by UV spectroscopy (Lambada 2 UV/vis, Perkin-Elmer GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany). The spectrometer detection wavelength was set at 254 nm, corresponding to the maximum absorption of diprophyllin in aqueous solution. Samples were measured automatically at one-minute intervals. The model-independent dissolution parameter, mean dissolution time (MDT), was deduced from the dissolution profiles. For dissolution analysis, a minimum of five tablets from each sampling interval was used. In general, the final product coated under the pilot-scale conditions took 50 h to complete the dissolution process, and 25 h for the lab-scale.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Terahertz parameters and the amount of sustained-release polymer applied

3.1.1. Coating process in the lab-scale

In a previous study we found that determination of the total coating weight gain alone was insufficient to characterise the quality of the coating process with respect to subsequent dissolution behaviour of the dosage forms [18]. However, the detailed relationship between the terahertz parameters and the amount of polymer applied remained unexplored. In this study, both terahertz parameters (coating layer thickness and TEFPS) were successfully determined for amounts of polymer applied \( \geq 7.0 \) mg/cm\(^2\). For polymer levels of 1.7, 3.7 and 5.2 mg/cm\(^2\) groups, the coating layer thickness around the tablet central band was below the axial resolution limit of the TPI set-up (minimum depth resolution in the set-up used in this study is around 38 \( \mu \)m depending on the refractive index of the coating material concerned) [21].

The relationship between measured coating thickness and the amount of polymer applied is shown in Fig. 2a. The linear correlation \((R^2 = 0.96, \text{RMSE} = 7 \mu m, \text{coating layer thickness range} = 38–152 \mu m)\) indicates that the amount of polymer applied should be able to afford an accurate prediction of coating thickness growth throughout the coating process. However, we observed some variability in the growth of the coating layer during the coating process (determined by TPI) that was not reflected in the amount of polymer applied at regular 10% increments of the total amount at each sampling points (Table 1). During the coating run of the lab-scale batch, the coating layer thickness growth varied from 7% to 15%, with only two sampling intervals showing a growth of 10%. Furthermore, the linear correlation between the terahertz parameter TEFPS (indicates coating density) and the amount of polymer applied (Fig. 2b) depicted a \( R^2 \) of 0.83 and RMSE of 0.50% (TEFPS range = 15.8–20.3%). Whilst these values showed satisfactory correlations between the two parameters, the amount of polymer applied failed to reflect the subtle changes in coating density as a function of polymer added when measured at different sampling intervals (Table 1). We had previously shown that TPI affords a very high measurement repeatability as well as good long-term measurement precision [22]. The range of coating thickness and TEFPS data depicted with terahertz parameters at each set interval of polymer applied thus revealed non-uniformity or inhomogeneity in the coating process with individual tablet cores gaining a polymer coat at different rates.

![Figure 1](Image)

**Fig. 1.** The terahertz time domain waveform depicted in (A) can also be presented as a cross-section B-scan (B), thus the units on the colour bar for the B-scan are also in a.u. The cross-section image is useful for locating various interfaces embedded within the film coating or tablet core. The minimum in the time domain waveform (A) corresponds to the interface between the film coating and the core in (B), highlighted with green lines. The red line in the B-scan is the air/coating surface interface (B), which is the positive peak in the time domain waveform (A). The time domain waveform contains all information required to build a single pixel in the 2D terahertz map (C) and 3D terahertz tablet model (D). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
3.1.2. Process scale-up, coating process in the pilot-scale

Film coating is a complex process and the success of process scale-up depends on a range of process parameters as well as physicochemical properties of the tablet cores [2,24]. These parameters and properties are generally better controlled during a particular coating run (i.e. for a particular film coating unit operation) than during process scale-up, and often include air temperature, air flow rate, pan speed, spray pattern, tablet rheology, and coating surface attrition. Many of these parameters are likely to contribute to changes in the molecular arrangement of coating polymers on the tablet cores and may influence the TEFPS and thus contribute to coating density and thickness variations [2,18]. We therefore also determined coating thickness and density as a function of polymer applied in a scaled-up batch. The results are shown in Fig. 2c and d.

Samples from the 1.8, 3.6 and 5.5 mg/cm² groups were discarded from the coating analysis as the coating layer thickness around the central bands was below the detection limit of the TPI configuration. The coating layer thickness of the lab-scale tablets ranged from 38 to 151 µm whereas it ranged from 28 to 128 µm for the pilot-scale, indicating that the overall coating layer thickness for the pilot-scale tablets was lower than that of the lab-scale tablets (Fig. 2a and c). For the pilot-scale batch, a linear relationship between coating thickness and amount of polymer applied ($R^2 = 0.96$ and RMSE = 6 µm, coating layer thickness range = 28–128 µm) was observed (Fig. 2c). An $R^2$ of 0.60 and RMSE of 0.41% (TEFPS range = 17.1–20.3%) were determined for the correlation between TEFPS values and the amount of polymer applied, indicating only a modest correlation between this terahertz parameter and the amount of polymer applied (Fig. 2d). Importantly however, when compared to the lab-scale batch the overall range of TEFPS (film coating density) was higher after the coating process was scaled up (Fig. 2b and d).

Fig. 2. Correlations between terahertz parameters (coating layer thickness and TEFPS) and the amount of polymer applied, monitored using samples from the lab-scale (a and b) and pilot-scale (c and d) coating process. PA is the amount of polymer applied in mg/cm².

Table 1
Monitoring the film coating unit operation using the three coating quality parameters: amount of polymer applied, coating layer thickness and TEFPS for the lab-scale coating process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount of polymer applied (mg/cm²)</th>
<th>Increment (%)</th>
<th>Average film coating thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Increment (%)</th>
<th>Average TEFPS (%)</th>
<th>Reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Terahertz parameters and dissolution

3.2.1. Lab-scale batch

Both coating layer thickness and variations in coating density measured from the lab-scale coating process were correlated to the dissolution profile of the same tablets. A linear regression $R^2$ of 0.79 and a RMSE of 0.31 h for TEFPS and MDT was yielded (MDT range = 3.21–5.48 h) (Fig. 3), whereas the $R^2$ was 0.89 (RMSE = 0.22 h) between coating layer thickness and MDT (Fig. 4). The analysis of the correlations between terahertz parameters and MDT revealed that the thicker the film coating, the longer the dissolution process, and the slower the dissolution rate. The relationship between the coating layer thickness and TEFPS observed in a previous study [18] was confirmed here (Fig. 5), where a thinner coating layer corresponded to a higher film coating density (higher TEFPS). In contrast, variations in coating density played a less prominent role in the dissolution behaviour for this particular coating unit operation and correlation was stronger with coating thickness (Figs. 3 and 4). However, for monitoring a film coating run of sustained-release tablets (the film coating consisted mainly of a sustained-release polymer with a pore former), a general pattern of decreasing TEFPS as the process advanced is useful as a process signature (Table 1).

3.2.2. Pilot-scale batch, film coating process scale-up

The scale-up operation led to changes in the dissolution profile of the tablets between the lab-scale and the pilot-scale (Fig. 6). When subjected to dissolution testing, samples from the pilot-scale showed a much longer MDT than those of the lab-scale, ranging from 3.21 to 5.48 h for the lab-scale and 5.43 and 8.12 h for the pilot-scale (Figs. 3 and 4). However, in general, similar trends as for the lab-scale batch between terahertz parameters and MDT were also observed for the pilot-scale, exhibiting a strong effect of coating layer thickness on the dissolution behaviour, with a linear regression $R^2$ of 0.92 (RMSE = 0.23 h) between coating layer thickness and MDT (MDT range = 5.43–8.12 h), and only a modest correlation ($R^2$ of 0.47 and RMSE of 0.57 h) for TEFPS and MDT (Figs. 3 and 4).

When comparing TEFPS values from samples with similar amount of polymer applied between the pilot- and lab-scale, pilot-scale samples from the last two polymer weights (14.5 mg/cm² and 18.2 mg/cm²) showed significantly higher TEFPS values than lab-scale samples taken from similar polymer weights (14.0 mg/cm² and 17.5 mg/cm²; $p < 0.001, \alpha = 0.05$). Higher TEFPS values indicated that the coating density for the pilot-scale was higher than for the lab-scale, resulting in lower water permeability into the film coating. This was evident in the dissolution test, where a longer MDT for the pilot-scale samples was found compared to the lab-scale samples (Fig. 3).

Numerous process and material alterations during process scale-up rendered coating density more dominant in governing the subsequent dissolution behaviour than coating layer thickness.
The coating layer was noticeably thinner for the pilot-scale, and the difference between the two scales was statistically significant for the last two polymer levels sampled. The average coating layer thickness at 14.5 mg/cm² for the pilot-scale was 98 μm, and at 14.0 mg/cm² the lab-scale coating layer thickness was 108 μm. At 18.2 mg/cm² for the pilot-scale, the average coating thickness was 124 μm as opposed to the 137 μm observed at 17.45 mg/cm² for the lab-scale. Unpaired two-tailed t-tests showed statistically significant differences in coating thickness ($p < 0.001$, $\alpha = 0.05$). The coating thickness variations demonstrated here confirmed the observations made with coating density earlier (Figs. 3 and 4). The tablets from the pilot-scale had thinner films but higher coating densities, and hence lower water permeability into the film coating and slower dissolution rate (longer MDT). Both terahertz parameters deemed the studied scale-up process unsuccessful, however we have further illustrated the importance of a better determination of the features that are specific to the coating processes.

4. Conclusion

In this study we demonstrated how two sustained-release film coating process signatures, coating layer thickness and coating density, can be successfully measured using TPI. These parameters were applied to monitor the coating quality for the film coating unit operation and to assess the success of a scale-up procedure. It was shown that both process signatures were more informative on the product quality when compared with the amount of polymer applied. Whilst the coating layer thickness was the governing factor of the subsequent dissolution behaviour for monitoring a specific film coating unit operation, differences in the film coating density showed a more prominent effect on dissolution during process scale-up. With these measurements it was possible to detect the in-vitro performance differences between the pilot- and lab-scale. TPI demonstrated potential to be employed as an analytical tool to help refine the coating unit operation and the scale-up procedure. The technique affords non-destructive extraction of process signatures on tablet film coatings, which allows for better process understanding and hence optimisation of the product design space for sustained-release tablets.
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